Friendship does indeed make us fresh-fresh in our enthusiasm, fresh in our creativity, and fresh in our collaborative potential. Indeed, it is the growing friendship between petrology and geochronology that has given rise to the new field of petrochronology. This, in turn, has opened a new array of methods to investigate the history of the geologic processes that are encoded (oh, so tantalizingly close!) in rocks, and to develop a broad new array of questions about those processes.
All friendships have their initiations and growth periods, and the origins and evolution of petrochronology are discussed in some detail in the Introduction. In brief, petrochronology has been practiced for many decades, but was first labeled in 1997. The seeds for this specific volume were planted in 2013, watered in 2015, and (we hope) will thrive as a resource through the coming decades. Indeed, it is hard to envision any future work involving the geochronology of igneous or metamorphic rocks in the context of tectonics and petrogenesis that is not somehow petrochronologic.
Our overall goal in this volume is to capture a high-resolution image of the state of petrochronology during its ascendance, not simply for historical purposes, but rather to provide a solid foundation for the future. We have striven to corral the very best practitioners in the field in hopes that their wisdom can help train new generations of petrochronologists, and inspire them to greater enthusiasm and more diverse research directions. The high quality of each chapter suggests that we might just have succeeded in this endeavor! We thank all the authors for their immense investment of time and resources to pull off the writing of this book. Similarly, the reviewers worked overtime to temper the sometimes soft metal of each chapter (often on regrettably short notice from the editors…). Ian Swainson rapidly turned around our manuscripts, hardly giving us rest between submission of final versions and editing proofs. We appreciate his remarkable attention to detail and unflagging patience. We also thank our governmental, corporate, society, and university sponsors who helped support the accompanying short courses: the US National Science Foundation, Cameca & Nu Instruments, ESI, Selfrag, the European Association of Geochemistry, The European Geosciences Union, the Geochemical Society, Société Française de Minéralogie et Cristallographie, Boise State University, and the University of Bern. Last, but not least, we thank our families and close friends for somehow managing to put up with us over the long two years that it took to bring about this book. 
